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Letter from the editor

For this edition of the Erato, we sought—
and received—several poems responding
to Hurricane Katrina, which swirled across
the Gulf Coast in late August and caused
widespread suffering in New Orleans. Here
in Brooklyn, each of us has a different
relationship with the Big Easy. Some
have deep ties to the city, while others
know it mainly as a rollicking vacation
spot or as a storied old town of good
music and good food. Yet we are all
moved by the storm. Faced with such a
terrible and tragic event, many of us
channel our emotions into creative work.
We write. The Erato, we hope, is a vehicle
for you to express your thoughts and to
read the reflections of your neighbors and
fellow poets. We hope you find it
inspiring and interesting, whether times
are easy or hard.

Jay Chollick

Hurricane
It’s when,
it’s when a van with a lopsided cry
is overturned; when corners
turn frightening—flying
without their rooms; and something
grinds
before loosening. Is it
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In the darkening light, in the
dry pause
between lightnings—is it the habiliment
of a storm
that's torn away?
Or glass carrying scarlet
when the wind has won the window
and the sashes bleed?
Or when
a tree's re-rooted canopy
spurns the ground, what started
It, this hurricane? Was it
that small drop on your stocking, courier
of the impending rain? Or when
the demon rags, I mean the flags,
were whipped and the wind,
crying from an eerie throat
that normalcy—kaput!
had given up
That Spring’s mild bandages
were removed and the monstrous
deformity
of the day—tectonic—titanic, who
cares? all
the plates—above and below—were now
shown split
and were unhinged
from it, the flower and the table,
tidy after dinnertime;
and the unfolding rhythms of a quarrel

Daryl Lang

Or a kiss. That quiet schedules
were gone. But
nothing lasts, the damaged sounds
of yammering and spent, are
all around; and on exhaustion, a decency

Bill Duke

Of rain

Patricia Carragon

Creole Child
Creole child,
The Delta mourns.
Jazz, your lullaby,
Must rock you
In Momma’s arms.
A weeping willow
Cries no more
After walls slide
To wind and water.

Creole child,
The Delta mourns.
Your tears sing the blues,
Bless the dead
Who walk together.
Back in Momma’s arms,
You return
To the graveyard
That was once your home.

Rooftops

Climb the stairs and prop open the door
to a breezy place of muted street noise
like looking down on a map of the city.
In the flood, people saw their roofs
not as a place to escape to, but from –
A platform on which to appeal for rescue.
Choppy water swallowed everything else,
churning through kitchens and carports,
yet spared the shingled points rising.
When all you have left is a roof
the view is of little consequence
and one house is as good as any other.

Delta Flood,
September 2005
Twenty-four-hour news,
twenty-four hours late
reporting breach in levee. Streets
now canals of water
silencing the city,
biblical, not sweet.
As hurricane comes fast, sweet
bougainvillea shouts the news
and ancestors dance late
carousing in the streets.
Toward Pontchartrain, moonlit water
rises, floods the storm-soaked city.
Sad stormy-weather city
last week smelled sweet.
Now death’s decay is news
that’s on the TV late
with homeless wading streets
in wretched oily water.
Diseased rat-filled water
swamps the empty city
sewage is not sweet.
And dead cry out from news

paper, which blames those who were late
pumping out streets.

with mounds of refuse like heiaus
built by giant menehunes.

The ancient names of city streets,
inspire muses on the water,
singing through this French city.
those ghosts so old and sweet
transcend the daily news.
We stay up way too late.

As your first anniversary
blows in, hibiscus and plumeria

The country was too late––
blaming the streets,
always under water.
Spirits play the blues in city,
cry for rebirth sweet.
So lost in all the news.
Late tonight the streets
Sigh. Silver water shines through city
awaiting sweet forgiving news.

George Held

In the Wake of Iniki
(for Pat Cockett)
Iniki, piercing tropic wind,
you turned Kaua‘i into kindling
overnight. The homeless teemed
in the wake of your raging rain,
swelling campsites like seeds
in an overripe passion fruit.

flower over Kaua‘i’s scars,
but when will the ill wind quit
blowing amid the kanakas
crazed by your record barometric low?

Evie Ivy

On Time
We are the ones that must adjust
ourselves, to move along
with time, so delicate
and gracious it passes along.
We do not keep its pace
precise, though we may try,
destined to fall behind.
Who gave birth to this
whom some say does not exist?
No olden father, mother, time –
it’s always fresh.
See an upright and so graceful man
or woman there with even stride,
whose neat gold and silver cloak
we sloppily do follow.

“Wind of Change,” you transformed
more than landscape, made the natives

It gives the same for rich and poor.
It knows no Kings and Queens,
and we can do our best, when we
don't think about it.

reckless to recoup their lost lives
and houses; husbands and wives

Ricki Stuart

cracked like kukui trees
under your force-12 blasts
and left their families to sift
through the slats and shingles,
the soggy bedding and carpets,
and fill the roadside recycling centers

The Secret World
The world we we see
Is only a shell
A curtain, a mirage
Hiding the many riches
As the skin of a serpent
Conceals the real creature
The guts of life.
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Phil Linz

Dobbs Ferry Music
Festival: August
I tell myself: maybe. Maybe I should try
to write again
But if I write any more poems they
shouldn’t be about me
!Not about that new insect-itch on my arm,
or
!That squinty eye-strain I seem to be
increasingly
getting, of late
Maybe it should be about that sunset,
Or the jazz behind me that brought me to
this riverfront, today
Or maybe about the hyper little
Pomeranian being walked by the
girl in the white shorts
She’s got a tattoo on her right shoulder
Brown top, long legs, brown sandals
And those very short white shorts
The dog plays with an older couple at the
next bench,
And she walks away, past the miniature
willow, the green grass,
to the edge of the river,
Then doubles back, notes the musicians
for a moment, turns,
disappears into the crowd
As sunset approaches
The air’s hazy, heavy, with our
well-deserved August heat
Across the river the sun’s dropping
slowly into hills thick
with trees
Sun’s still BRIGHTLY burning but
perceptively dropping now,
picking up speed;
Now it’s gone. A touch of orange light in
that cloud, that
one, just above that hill thick
with trees
Maybe I don’t have that need to write
poetry, maybe I’ve lost
it, finally; but if I don’t:
Who would’ve known the glory of this
moment; of that sunset; or
of her short white shorts?
Dobbs Ferry – Hawthorne, NY
August 05

Since two days ago after
Hitting a pedestrian but
I do my art whenever I can
Then I had to put down my pen
It was too shiny that night with all that
rain
Obscuring my foggy window pane
She was fine but had to bitterly complain
That she had the light
But even the police said
Her false moaning was in vain
While she complained in vain
I got my pen and my paper again
As I looked into her lying face
I saw another poetic thought
A poem was born again
I do my writing whenever I can
White dotted road lines are musical to me
I write whatever I see
Changing lanes I grab my pen
Following dotted white lines
I write of infinity
I grab my pen
And the work gets done
All around I see
Colors I call poetry.

Laura Silver

Bereft Sebastian
If you are preoccupied easily
let eulogy dictate closedness.
Memory is meant to be kept in the city.
Pictures have hips, legs to run on.
My finger is typing. Your dog matters.
Think of the number of sweetness, the
start of things.
Offend me. Make the most of your thighs.
Go crazy.

Iodine Girls
Your lips let hiccups escape so easily.
It's your nature to abhor art.
You toil for all your flub-ups.
You know work is best kept short.

Beatrice Diamond

The “New” New Orleans
Host to tourists and conventions, New
Orleans was a City of Joy!
Hotels loomed high to house visitors.
Cobble-stoned streets lined with
restaurants and
cavorting horses and buggies boasted
buildings
with wrought-iron window grilles.
Marti Gras festivities thrived.
We had no clue the scene would not
survive.
Then came Hurricane Katrina's
devastation!
Joy zones stilled!
New Orleans was now a city of disaster
and pain,
death visible in floating, bloated bodies,
destroyed homes.
Families sought loved ones, lamented
losses,
fled, were evacuated, sought to relocate
An exact count of the dead proved
difficult to calculate.
Now disaster mortuary teams identify the
dead,
seek clues in dental work, jewelry,
tattoos.
Sad realism burgeons burials, insurance
claims,
looting, fraud attempt,
some aspects thereof engendering
contempt.

The Park Slope
Poetry Project
meets the first Tuesday of every
month at 7:30 pm in the basement
of St. John-St. Matthew Emanuel
Lutheran Church, 283 Prospect
Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11215.
All are welcome.
Directions: The church is on
Prospect Avenue between 5th
and 6th Avenues. By subway,
take the M or R to Prospect
Avenue or the F to 7th Avenue.
Upcoming Readings:
Oct. 4: Mindy Matijasevic + open
Nov. 1: Patricia Carragon+ open
Our web site:
http://www.poetrycentral.com/pspp
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However, New Orleans citizens will
seek heavenly guidance to rebuild,
and with volunteers’ help and
local national and international unity,
foster disaster preparation,
fight psychological aftermath and
follow an optimistic successful path
for the rebirth of a “new” New Orleans.

Plus: the more you think of things, the
more you are one.
It's freeing to write when it's your work
but freedom has its hiccups.
Missing the bus in onerous
except when the legs are spread out
and signs spell a new formula:

Gowanus Canal
Blues And Cruise

Enjoy a sunset party at the shoreline
with a Smokin' Barbecue

You'll listen when we speak.

Triada Samaras

It's hard to write a poem
It's hard to write a poem
Driving
But I do my art
Whenever I can
Seatbelt comes first since
Battery Tunnel should not be my end
But I do my art whenever I can
Though the police car at the other end
Better not be my next friend as
Flashing lights have caught me before
Better put down my pen
But I do my art whenever I can
Though I've lost my confidence

And speak they do
from the hamstrings to the toes.
Certainty sticks, it mimics the vowels.
George ralphed.
Eeeney meeny miney moe
does not go with Tetris.
Allspice is for superheroes.
It looks like —it seems to be—
what makes them fly.
You, who grabs so easily the love of
whiskey and paint funds
You poke fun at each work:
Bad.
A magical, hardly difficult operation.

Thursday, October 27, 2005, 6-9 pm
at 2nd Street at the Gowanus Canal
Join the Gowanus Dredgers Canoe
Club at our first fundraiser to support our efforts to
reconnect people with their shoreline and launch
our fundraising campaign to build a new boathouse!
Wear casual clothing and river shoes and
participate in our silent auction of wonderful donated items. Billy bones, the
Friendly Pirate will arrive by boat and entertain the kids (under 12 yrs.
admitted free)
Order tickets online at www.gowanuscanal.org

